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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
This demo shows how automatic melody composition of melodies that follow the style of a certain single
short melodic excerpt can be achieved in such a way that the sample excerpt can be considered an inspirational
piece of music for the automatic compositor.
Music composition has been faced from diverse perspectives and using different approaches, among them the
utilization of probabilistic schemes is common since early stages. For example, Brooks et al. [1] consider
the direct utilization of m-order Markov chains for music analysis and generation, and other authors have
followed a relatively similar path [2]. Often large data sets are necessary to train music generation systems,
though in some rare cases algorithms are developed to perform automatic melody composition based on a
single sample melody [5]; in such case, the application of explicit rules is of great importance.
Considering the probabilistic approach to music models and music rules on the basis of the melody generation
model developed in [4], a melody generation scheme is designed that is capable of generating music excerpts
with the style and resemblance of short individual MIDI melody samples.
Since only one sample melody of arbitrarily small duration will be considered, some modification must be
done to the system described in [4]. Specifically, modifications are necessary in the extraction of musical
parameters and in the generation scheme in order to provide with the necessary musical variability for the
adaptation of extracted musical parameters and patterns.
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the MIDI excerpt analysis system (a) and the melody generation
system (b).
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Fig. 1 (a) shows a schematic representation of the steps performed by the analysis system and the musical
parameters extracted. It must be taken into account that, as in [4], the length of the basic rhythmic structure is
the bar and, accordingly, so is the basic pitch contour structure.
In the generation process, rhythmic and pitch patterns are considered separately, selected randomly and
employed to build new bars to construct the melody by concatenation following computational music rules
based on the Schellenberg’s simplification of Narmour’s Realization-Expectation model as described in [4],
The starting pitch of the generated melody is randomly chosen, however, in order to attain good resemblance
to the sample excerpt, the pitch range employed in the whole composition generated is based on the pitch
range of the original sample, though it is assured that at least a whole octave is allowed. Fig. 1 (b) shows a
schematic representation of the steps performed by the music generation scheme developed.
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Figure 2. Piano roll representation of the origination MIDI excertps (left) and the MIDI melody generated
(right). MIDI samples: (a) 00b7561d-c09b-41f2-bf21-537603fbe758.mid from the Patterns for Prediction
Development Dataset (PPDD-Sep2018) (small) and (b) ff5b0dc3-2cd4-44fd-b16a-e2bfedcfccd4.mid from the
Patterns for Prediction Development Dataset (PPDD-Sep2018) (small)
Fig. 2 shows two examples of the resemblance of two generated musical pieces to the originating short
musical excerpts taken from the Patterns for Prediction Development Dataset (PPDD-Sep2018) [3]. Note that
variations can introduced by the generation system in the creation of the melodies on the basis of the random
selection of the different patterns extracted from the MIDI sample and the minimum pitch range defined,
which can be larger than the originating melody’s pitch range.
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